Stan Rogers
(1949-1983)
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Photo Credits

First (leftmost) column
Top: Stan and Ariel Rogers, Owen Sound, 1977. Photo by Emily Friedman.
Bottom: Stan with his son Nathan, Owen Sound, 1981. Photo by Emily Friedman.

Second column
Top: At Mariposa 1978. Photo by Emily Friedman.
Middle: Stan and John Allan Cameron at workshop, Mariposa, 1977. Photo by Emily Friedman.
Bottom: Grit Laskin, Paul Geremia, Stan and Peter Bellamy at Mariposa workshop, 1978. Photo by Emily Friedman.

Third column
Top: Stan and David Allan Eadie at the Rocky Mountain Folk Club, 1979. Photo by Barry Isaac.
Middle: At the Rocky Mountain Folk Club, 1979. Photo by Barry Isaac.
Bottom: Wind-down party for the Calgary Folk Festival in 1981. Photo by Harry Iddiols.

Fourth (rightmost) column
Top: Garnet Rogers, Stan and Jim Morrison at concert in Calgary, 1982. Photo by Barry Isaac.
Middle: Same as above. Photo by Barry Isaac.
Bottom: Songwriting workshop at Calgary Folk Festival, 1981. Photo by Harry Iddiols.